The two-body problem in central fields (reducible to a central-force problem) models a lot of concrete astronomical situations. The corresponding vector fields (in Cartesian and polar coordinates, extended via collision-blow-up and infinity-blow-up transformations) exhibit nice symmetries that form eight-element Abelian groups endowed with an idempotent structure. All these groups are isomorphic, which is not a trivial result, given the different structures of the corresponding phase spaces. Each of these groups contains seven four-element subgroups isomorphic to Klein's group. These symmetries are of much help in understanding various characteristics of the global flow of the general problem or of a concrete problem at hand, and are essential in searching for periodic orbits.
INTRODUCTION
A lot of concrete situations, mainly to astronomy, can be tackled via the two-body problem associated to a central potential. Dynamics in classical fields, as those of Newton, Bertrand, HallNewcomb, Manev, Mücket-Treder, or in relativistic fields, as those of Schwarzschild, Einstein, Fock, Reissner-Nordström, Schwarzschild -de Sitter, etc., constitute an example in this sense. Dynamics in nongravitational fields: Coulomb, Van der Waals, a field of direct or re-emitted radiation, also joins this model. Considering a photogravitational field, whose gravitational component can be Newtonian or post-Newtonian (relativistic or not), we are within the same framework. The motion in the equatorial plane of a celestial body that generates a field featured only by zonal harmonics is modelled by the same problem. The model covers even less "astronomical" fields, as the elastic or gravito-elastic ones, or the force-free field. Such a framework provides a unifying point of view for a lot of problems of nonlinear particle dynamics. To have an idea about the two-body problem associated to (more or less concrete) central potentials, we quote arbitrarily Schwarzschild (1916) , Wintner (1941) , Fock (1959) , Belenkii (1981) , Chandrasekhar (1983) , Cid et al. (1983) , Damour and Schaefer (1987) , Soffel (1989) , Brumberg (1991) , Blaga and Mioc (1992) , Moeckel (1992) , Ballinger and Diacu (1993) , Mioc (1994 Mioc ( , 2002 , Delgado et al. (1996) , Stoica and Mioc (1997) , Stavinschi (2001, 2002) , and the references therein.
In this paper we tackle the two-body problem in an unspecified central field with a unique purpose: to point out the complex symmetries that characterize the corresponding vector field. After naturally reducing the problem to a central-force problem, we show that the equations of motion in both configuration-momentum coordinates and standard polar coordinates exhibit nice symmetries that form Abelian groups of order 8, endowed with an idempotent structure.
To go deeper into this investigation, we consider − as it is the case for the majority of the "astronomical" fields − that there exists the collisional singularity. To remove it, we resort to McGehee-type transformations (McGehee 1974) , obtaining regularized equations of motion. These present the same symmetries, which form a group with the same characteristics.
Another limit situation is the escape, when the distance between the two particles tends to infinity. Treating this case also by McGehee-type transformations (McGehee 1973 (McGehee , 1974 , we get groups with the same properties as above.
The groups of symmetries of the vector field in configuration-momentum or polar coordinates, in collision-blow-up coordinates, and in infinity-blowup coordinates are isomorphic. This is not a trivial result, because the phase spaces associated to each coordinate system are not diffeomorphic, even if the corresponding McGehee-type transformations are real analytic diffeomorphisms. Each of these groups contains seven proper subgroups of order 4, isomorphic to Klein's group.
All these symmetries are particularly useful in understanding local flows and characteristics of the global flow, especially in cases that feature concrete astronomical situations. Moreover, they are essential in the search for periodic orbits in most problems of celestial mechanics.
BASIC EQUATIONS
Let the nature of the field be unspecified; we know only that it is central. So, the associated two-body problem can be reduced to a central-force problem, and the relative motion is confined to a plane. The equations of motion are featured by the Hamiltonian H(q, p) = |p| 2 /2 − U (q), where
are the position (configuration) vector and the momentum vector, respectively, whereas U (q) is the unspecified potential function. Characterizing the field by the potential U , we used the well-known result that says: every central field is potential, and its potential energy depends only on the distance to the field centre: −U (q) = −U (|q|). The problem clearly admits the first integrals of energy
Written in scalar form, the equations of motion explicitly reaḋ
SYMMETRIES IN CARTESIAN AND POLAR CORDINATES
As it is easy to verify, the vector field (1) exhibits seven nice symmetries that map solution onto solution. These symmetries,
Among these symmetries, only three are mutually independent. Indeed, let these ones be S 1 , S 2 , S 3 . One can immediately check that
A similar structure is recovered for any three symmetries considered as independent of each other.
The set G = {I} ∪ {S i | i = 1, 7} (where I is the identity), endowed with the composition law "•", forms a symmetric Abelian group. To prove this, the composition table below, easy to construct and check, is sufficient.
Also observe that every element is its own inverse, hence G has an idempotent structure. Now, let us pass to standard polar coordinates via the real analytic diffeomorphisms
which make the equations of motion becomė
The energy and angular momentum integrals read
The vector field (4) also has seven nice symmetries, (r, θ, u, v, t) , i = 1, 7, as follows
It is easy to verify that equations (4) are invariant to these transformations. It is also easy to see that only three symmetries S pol i , i = 1, 7, are mutually independent, and that the set
, endowed with the same composition law "•" as G, forms a symmetric Abelian group with an idempotent structure.
Considering the real analytic diffeomorphism θ, u, v, t) , it is clear that G and implies the fact that, for every solution, there is another solution with opposite θ and v coordinates, and so forth.
SYMMETRIES IN COLLISION-BLOW-UP AND INFINITY-BLOW-UP COORDINATES
In most of the concrete cases met in physics and astronomy, the potential U (r) has an isolated singularity at the origin r = 0. In all such cases, this singularity (of both equations of motion and solutions) corresponds to a collision (see, e.g., Wintner 1941 , Mioc and Stavinschi 2001 , 2002 .
It is clear that the collision singularity does exist only for lim r→0 U (r) = +∞. Indeed, the situation lim r→0 U (r) = −∞ is contradicted by the energy integral. The former situation means that there exists a value r 1 > 0 for which U (r) > 0, ∀r < r 1 . To study collisions, we shall suppose r < r 1 , and apply the McGehee-type transformations of the second kind (McGehee 1974):
Under these real analytic diffeomorphisms, the vector field (4) becomes
where ( ) = d/ds, and we kept, by abuse, the same notation for the functions of the new timelike variable s. The integrals of energy and angular momentum become x 2 + y 2 = 2[1+h/U (r)] and U (r)ry = C, respectively.
Let us now formulate an extra-hypothesis, verified in most concrete physical and astronomical situations: lim r→0 {[r/U (r)][∂U (r)/∂r]} exists and is finite. In this case, the vector field (7) is regular and the phase space extends smoothly to the boundary r = 0 (which becomes the collision manifold).
This extended vector field benefits of the same symmetries as (4). To prove this, consider the real analytic diffeomorphism (0, +∞)
by (6), and defineS i (r, θ, x, y, s) = S pol i (r, θ, u, v, t) , i = 1, 7. By (5), the invariance of (7) to the transformationsS i results immediately.
As in the previous cases, only three symmetriesS i are mutually independent. The set G 0 = {I} ∪ {S i | i = 1, 7} , endowed with the same composition law as G pol , also forms a symmetric Abelian group with an idempotent structure.
To consider another limit situation, there are cases (as the Schwarzschild -de Sitter field; e.g., Blaga and Mioc 1992) in which the potential tends to infinity for r → +∞ (escape/capture). In such a case, one brings the infinity at the origin via the McGehee-type transformation of the first kind (McGehee 1973) ρ = 1/r, which makes (7) to become
The integral of energy now reads x 2 + y 2 = 2[1 + h/U (ρ)]. Considering the supplementary hypothesis that lim ρ→0 {[ρ/U (ρ)][∂U (ρ)/∂ρ]} exists and is finite, the vector field (8) is regular and the phase space extends smoothly to the boundary ρ = 0 (which becomes the infinity manifold).
Considering the real analytic diffeomorphism (r, θ, x, y, s) → (ρ, θ, x, y, s) , we are in the position to defineŜ i (ρ, θ, x, y, s) =S i (r, θ, x, y, s) , i = 1, 7.
The invariance of (8) toŜ i results immediately. This means that the vector field (8) has the same symmetries as (7).
As expected, only three symmetriesŜ i are mutually independent. The set G ∞ = {I} ∪ {Ŝ i | i = 1, 7}, endowed with the same composition law "•", also forms a symmetric Abelian group with an idempotent structure.
But the most frequent situation (encountered especially in astronomy) is the one for which r → +∞ makes the potential tend to zero (dynamics in Newton's field is perhaps the most suggestive example). In such a case, it is clear that the groups G or G pol persist. Alternatively, one can apply suitable McGehee-type transformations to (8), getting a new group of symmetries (G ∞ , say) with exactly the same properties as G, G pol , G 0 , and G ∞ .
MAIN RESULTS

Theorem 1. The equations of motion of a central-force problem benefit of symmetries that form Abelian eight-element groups endowed with an idempotent structure. Such groups persist in either Hamiltonian (G) and polar
Proof. See Sections 3 and 4.
Theorem 2. The groups
Proof. Since all these groups are commutative of order 8, with three generators of order 2, by the Fundamental Theorem of Abelian Groups, they are all isomorphic to Z 2 ⊕ Z 2 ⊕ Z 2 ... The result is proved.
Remark 3. Theorem 2 is not a trivial result. The phase spaces associated to each coordinate system are not diffeomorphic. Compared to the phase spaces corresponding to G and G pol (diffeomorphic each other), the one corresponding to G 0 contains the supplementary (boundary) collision manifold. Within a similar comparison, the phase spaces corresponding to G ∞ or G ∞ (diffeomorphic each other) contain the supplementary (boundary) infinity manifold.
Theorem 4. Each of the above groups contains seven proper subgroups of order 4, isomorphic to Klein's group.
Proof. Consider first the group G. Consider three elements in G :
Composing successively both members of this equality with S i and S k , and taking into account the properties of G, we first get (where, according to the first formula (4), u keeps its sign, too). In H pol 456 , v keeps its sign, and so forth. The symmetries revealed out in this paper are of much help in understanding various characteristics of the global flow of either the very general problem or of a concrete problem at hand. Indeed, for each solution proved to exist, they show the existence of many other solutions.
To give some examples, consider the twobody problems associated to some concrete fields: Manev (Delgado et al. 1996 , Diacu et al. 2000 , Schwarzschild (Schwarzschild 1916, Stoica and Mioc 1997) , or Fock (Fock 1959 , Mioc 1994 . Given an orbit of the type ejection-escape, ejection -unstable equilibrium, unstable equilibrium -escape, etc., the reciprocal orbits of the type capture-collision, unstable equilibrium -collision, capture -unstable equilibrium, etc., do certainly exist via the symmetries proved in this paper. It is the same for the periodic or quasiperiodic orbits performed in one sense or in another.
Even if this is not a central-force case, to emphasize the importance of symmetries, we shall give another example. This is based on the sixteen heteroclinic orbits met in the collision and/or infinity manifold of the two-body problem associated to the anisotropic Kepler (Gutzwiller 1973) , Manev (Craig et al. 1999) , or Schwarzschild models. It was proved that the existence of only two such orbits is sufficient to find − via the same symmetries − all remaining orbits.
Moreover, these symmetries are very useful to find symmetric periodic orbits − essentially by means of the continuation method − in perturbed two-body problems depending on a small parameter ε, such that, as usual, by ε = 0 we recover the unperturbed problem. This especially helps to the study of the restricted three-body problem, either in post-Newtonian fields, or in the case when one of the primaries is an oblate planet that re-emits radiation, or is a rotating star. As Diacu (2003) showed, symmetries play an essential role in searching for periodic orbits in most of the problems of celestial mechanics. Of course, a lot of non-astronomical restricted three-body problems can also be considered. Problem dva tela za centralne sile (svodǉiv na problem centralnog kretaǌa qestice) daje model za mnoge astronomske situacije. Odgovaraju a vektorska poǉa (u Dekartovim i polarnim koordinatama, razra ena preko transformacija odstraǌivan-jem kolizije i beskonaqnosti) pokazuju lepe simetrije koje obrazuju osmoqlane abelovske grupe sa idempotentnom strukturom. Sve ove grupe su izomorfne xto nije trivijalan rezultat kada su date razliqite strukture odgovaraju ih faznih prostora. Svaka od ovih grupa sadr i sedam podgrupa od po qetiri qlana izomorfne sa Klajnovom grupom. Ove simetrije su od velike pomo i u razumevaǌu raznih karakteristika globalnog dotoka opxteg problema ili konkretnog problema koji se rexava i, osim toga, su od suxtinskog znaqaja u tragaǌu za periodiqnim orbitama.
SIMETRIJE
